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The most comprehensive source available on the preparation, characterization, and emerging

applications of thin film. This book features extensive new advances applied in multichip modules

(MCMs), and covers the basic principles and applications of thin film deposition techniques for

practical use. It provides and develops design guidelines to realize multilayer structures in

microcircuits, thus addressing a critical and rapidly growing area.
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The most complete and current guide anywhere to every facet of thin films. From basic scientific

precepts to today's emerging applications, here is the most complete guide to thin film technology

available. As practical as it is comprehensive, the Thin Film Technology Handbook provides the

kind of authoritative, in-depth coverage that assures its place as the standard in the field--now, and

for years to come. Featuring contributions from leading experts, the Handbook spans the full

spectrum of important topics, including: deposition techniques and processes, vacuum technology,

and generation of patterned films; properties of substrate, conductor, resistive, dielectric, and

semiconductor materials and protective coatings; electrical, mechanical, chemical, and thermal

properties of thin films; design guidelines for thin film components and multilayer structures in

microcircuits; recent advances in diamond films and thin film optical materials; applications involving

hybrid thin film components on ceramic, thin film multilayer modules on silicon or metal, multichip



modules, interconnects, and electronic packaging. This compendium of fundamental principles,

current knowledge, and cutting-edge research on thin film technology is an invaluable reference for

engineering professionals, scientists, researchers, and everyone else working in this

fast-developing area.

For the basics, I believe Maissel and Glang's Handbook of Thin Film Technology has much more

information and goes into much greater detail about basic techniques (vacuum methods,

evaporation, sputtering, etc.). In my opinion, this newer handbook can be seen as an addendum to

the above 1970-era work. There are nice chapters on thin film optical materials by Angus Macleod

and semiconductor thin films by Larry Kazmerski, true experts in these areas. I found the chapter on

diamond films interesting also. Most chapters have more of a survey than an in-depth feel. Not to

nit-pick, but as an example, when counting sheet resistance squares in the design of a

meander-type resistor, this book reports a corner square as 0.5 when it is actually 0.559, and while

a 10% error is not such a big deal for back-of-the envelope estimation, most thin film resistors are

used in precision circuits where such error levels are important. Overall, although pricey, I think it is

a nice addition to your library if you deal with thin films often. However, I would spend money to get

a used copy of Thin Film Technology by Berry Hall and Harris or the above work by Maissel and

Glang first.
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